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ABSTRAK 
Tesis ini menerangkan sistem pengawasan robot pintar autonomi yang bertindak sebagai 
sistem pengawasan rumah. Robot pengawasan secara automatik boleh bergerak dari 
sukan tinjauan ke yang lain dan merakamkan serta menghantar pemberitahuan kepada 
pengguna jika ada objek yang bergerak yang direkam. Ia akan memuat naik video ke 
Google Drive. Ia boleh mengelakkan objek bergerak jika ia bergerak ke arah robot.  
iv 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes an autonomous smart robot surveillance system which acts as a 
home surveillance system. The surveillance robot can automatically move from a 
surveilling sport to another and record plus send a notification to the user if there is a 
moving object recorded. It will upload the video to Google Drive. It can avoid moving 
object if it is moving in the direction of the robot.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
As we are getting closer to Industrial Revolution 4.0, we are blessed with 
capable IoT technology that empowers our lives.(Moore, 2018) Soft computing and 
artificial intelligence are successfully applied to our everyday life, such as machinery 
control, robot manipulation and engineering application. With the integration of 
nonlinear system and communication technologies, creating a secure environment for our 
home is a non-issue now.(Brandon, 2014) 
Home safety is one of the most critical issues as we tend to keep our valuable 
assets at home. The most convenient solution to secure our home is to use Closed Circuit 
TV (CCTV) technology that films a fixed area at fixed angle all the time. CCTV holds a 
record of film which is about what was happening in the area for the users. However, 
there is limitations for CCTV. Because that it only surveillance a fixed area, it is lacking 
flexibility to film a particular event ongoing. The filmed video can only cover a footage 
which is filmed at the fixed area. 
A robot with sensors for detecting environment and motor for moving around 
surveillance area which is programmed to watch over an area is a promising solution as 
a conventional home surveillance system. To make surveillance job possible, ultrasonic 
sensors, a camera and a navigating algorithm is implemented. To enhance the ability of 
the robot to record important event, computer vision algorithm is implemented in the 
system to detect movements. If the system detects a moving person at home, it will send 
notification to the owner of the device. 
2 
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Thief crimes often happen at a regular basics. It often happens when the victim 
is away from the house. The thieves steal away assets of the victim and causes massive 
amount of lost to the victim. 
Regular CCTV do have the problem of mobility since that it does not have the 
motor and the algorithm to adjust the angle. That means that there is always blind spot 
for crime to be happen. Some important incidents may not be recorded since it happened 
in the blind spot. 
Installing surveillance camera to cover the whole house requires a high cost to 
implement it. The cost of the setup is mainly cause by the quantity of the components 
that is required to setup the system. 
Often, thief crimes are not reported it is found out later. Normally it may take 
hours if not days for the victim to realise what is happening in his house. It will cause a 
long delay in reporting the incident. 
 
1.3 GOAL AND OBJECTIVE 
i. To build a smart surveillance system that detects nearby obstacles. 
ii. To build a raspberry pi system that can move from a point to another. 
iii. To apply the feature of sending notification and video to a phone.  
 
1.4 SCOPE 
i. User 
Only one user can interact with the autonomous surveillance robot system at a 
time. The user can access the system using the ASRSS mobile app. User must be able to 
operate Linux system and command windows. 
3 
ii. Data 
The data of video is stored in local sd card and cloud storage. The video recorded 
is only encoded in H.264 format. The database is only stored in the surveillance robot, 
Android smartphone and Azure SQL database. The internet connection must be available 
to the system and port 1433 must be unblock for the communication to the Azure SQL 
database. 
iii. System 
Autonomous surveillance robot system is built on Raspberry Pi system. It will 
have the ability to navigate from a point to another. It can detect moving object. If moving 
person is detected, it will send notification to the user. The system must be supplied with 
a 5 Volt 2 Ampere power supply. 
iv. Environment 
Autonomous surveillance robot system is designed to only work in indoor 
environment. The indoor environment must a guiding tile to navigate it from a point to 
another. The path of the guiding tile must be straight and without any obstacle. 
 
1.5 SIGNIFICANCE 
i. Reduce the cost of surveying a large surveillance area. 
ii. Reduce the risk of thief. 
iii. Reduce the time to make a police report. 
 
1.6 THESIS ORGANIZATION 
There are five chapters in this report which are introduction, literature review, 
Methodology, implementation and result discussion and finally conclusion. Each chapter 
will discuss its own aspects related to the project. 
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